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Clinical effects 

 

With Tübingen hip flexion splint: 

 92% to 98% of hips were successfully treated  

hip type 1 according to Graf (Atalar et al. 2014; Pavone et al. 2015; Seidl et al. 

2012) 

 no acetabular dysplasia (Atalar et al. 2014) 

 

 Complications due to treatment were only reported in 0.55% of the treated 

hips. (Pavone et al. 2015) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) includes a series of anomalous condi-
tions where hip joint dislocation, instability, or malalignment is present (Pavone et al. 
2015).” Making reference to Ziegler et al. (2008) the incidence of DDH in Central 
Europe is between 2% and 4% with a luxation rate ranging from 0.5% to 1%. DDH 
is mainly diagnosed by ultrasonography (Pavone et al. 2015). The classification 
system of Graf (2007) allows the classification of hip types according to the severity 
of DDH.  
 
The Tübingen hip flexion splint, described by Bernau (1990), aims at achieving and 
maintaining reduction of the hip by providing abduction and flexion. An advantage of 
the Tübingen hip flexion splint is that the child is able to move the knee and ankle 
joints while the splint is applied. Important factors influencing treatment success are 
early diagnosis and early treatment (Atalar et al. 2014). 

 

Three studies evaluated the effectiveness of the Tübingen hip flexion splint:  

92.28-98% of the observed hips were successfully treated with the Tübingen hip 

flexion splint (Atalar et al. 2014, Pavone et al. 2015, Seidl et al. 2012).  

Complications (in form of avascular necrosis) due to treatment were only observed 

in 0.55% of hips (Pavone et al. 2015). 

Major Findings 

Clinical Relevance 

Summary 
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